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OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this paper is to introduce the national data management and QTL analysis 
system for dairy cattle in Germany, developed for genotyping labs and breeding organisations. 
 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Administration of marker data. A part of the system is intended to manage continuously 
updated molecular data used in routine genotyping. An analysis of marker data comprises: 
identifying marker allele transmission errors, calculation of statistics characterising quality of 
particular markers, and reconstructing marker haplotypes. 
Data analysis. Traits currently screened for QTL comprise daughter yield deviations (DYDs) 
for lactation specific and for overall milk, fat, and protein yields, and somatic cell scores. The 
computational steps involved are: the calculation of QTL probabilities, simultaneous QTL 
detection and evaluation of breeding values based on a series of univariate mixed inheritance 
animal models, evaluation of selected multivariate models chosen based on univariate results, 
selection of those QTL, which inheritance is to be followed in bulls. 
Interchange and update of information. An important function of the system is to control 
flow of information between the national databases for dairy cattle and between end-users. The 
national pedigree-database and phenotypic-database, which also include official estimates of 
breeding values, provide information for QTL analysis. The system provides the front-end for 
automated input of marker data by genotyping labs, while errors detected in transmission of 
marker alleles are either resolved back at the lab or influence pedigree-database. On output 
regularly updated appropriate pieces of information are presented to end-users. 
 
COMPUTING METHODS 
The model used for simultaneous QTL detection and prediction of breeding values is based on 
Szyda et al. (2000, 2002): ; where, following the grand-daughter design 
(GDD), instead of phenotypic data, y represents the vector of DYDs originating from the 
random regression test day model national evaluation (Liu et al., 2001); µ is the vector of 
general mean; q is the vector of fixed QTL effects expressed as a difference between a 
heterozygous and a homozygous genotype, since a biallelic QTL is assumed; α is the vector of 
random additive polygenic effect for genotyped
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 individuals representing polygenic breeding 
value; e is the vector of random errors; X is a design matrix for q, which values are functions 
of both QTL genotype probabilities, calculated following the multiple marker approach of 
Knott et al. (1996); and Z is a design matrix for α. Originally each trait is evaluated using a 
univariate model then the multivariate framework is used to decide on the number of traits 
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affected by a single QTL considered. The inferences are made by comparing models differing 
in vector q, from which the full model assumes that each trait is affected by a separate QTL, 
and the parsimonious models assume that some traits are affected by a common QTL. 
Maximum likelihood and model parameters are evaluated using REML (assuming a fixed QTL 
position) at steps every 1 cM, building a likelihood profile along genotyped chromosome 
regions. Technically, this involves implementation of the PEST/VCE package (Neumaier and 
Groeneveld, 1998). Note that likelihood provided by VCE is shifted by a constant depending 
on models’ dimension. A part of the constant can be obtained algebraically, while simulations 
are used to empirically evaluate the remaining part. 
 
DATA 
Basis for the presented system is the data resulting from an ongoing project managed by the 
German Cattle Breeding Federation (ADR). Currently, a genome scan of 339 markers scattered 
throughout all the chromosomes is provided for 1602 individuals who are bulls belonging to 
19 grandsire families. The current sample is updated with new markers genotyped in the 
regions containing putative QTL and with new individuals. 
 
AVAILABILITY 
The system is set up at VIT Verden and is currently available for research labs and national 
breeding organisations. It can be accessed via Internet at www.genom-rind.de. 
 
COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 
The marker- and QTL-database is run in Oracle8i. The marker and QTL analysis is carried 
out using FORTRAN, SAS (1996), and UNIX shell script programmes, as well as the 
PEST/VCE package, which execution is managed through UNIX shell scripts. Marker data 
input is based on FTP-access to the database. Output information is provided via Internet. 
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